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The Wolf by the Ears
This is the story of Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings, his slave "mistress,"
within the many contradictory and hypocritical strictures of their time.
Jefferson's considerable power and influence, yet inability to live his own
ideals, are what make him both tragic and enduringly human. Sally's ability to
negotiate a meaningful life within the context of slavery exhibits her
remarkable fortitude and resilience. In the end, it is the story of a family and of
a nation.

Act I - Monticello, Va. (Jefferson's home)
Scene One
Jefferson and his wife Martha express their mutual affection over breakfast.
He talks of the burdens surrounding the creation of a new nation, while she
complains of her intense pain from complications during her recent childbirth.
Their young child, Polly, comes in from play with her slave friend, Sally.
Martha suddenly collapses.
Scene Two
Martha lies dying as Thomas ruminates on her illness and then tries to comfort
her. She begs him to promise her that he will never remarry, and he agrees.
Upon her death, he grieves his loss, and laments the difficult position of the
newly formed country and the tragic reality of slavery (despite his own
ownership of 200 slaves).
He decides to go to Paris to represent the young country as ambassador and try
to escape his misery. He summons his slave and personal attendant, James
Hemings (Sally's older brother), to prepare for the journey. Returning to his
own family, James reacts to this demand aggressively.

Act II - Paris
Scene One - Jefferson's house in Paris
John Adams and Benjamin Franklin discuss Jefferson's successes after two
years in Paris. Adams' puritanical streak and Franklin's "dirty old man" nature
are suggested. Jefferson enters and complains that he finds Paris foreign to
both his political and cultural sensibilities, and declares his longing for
Monticello. Adams and Franklin beg him to stay, as France is on the verge of
revolution and there is much work to be done. Maria Cosway, a married belle
de Paris who has been pursuing Jefferson, arrives hoping to take him to lunch.
Their mutual attraction and flirting leads to an awkward embrace, as Adams
and Franklin discuss a letter from Washington concerning Shay's rebellion
back in America. As the two duets merge to a quartet, Franklin tires of the

discussion and implores the others to join him for lunch. Jefferson remains,
pondering in an aria the dichotomy created by the logical sense of his head and
the longing of his heart.
Scene Two - Onboard a ship crossing the Atlantic
Polly, Jefferson's daughter, now in her early teens, is en route to Paris to join
her father. Sally Hemings, now 14 years old, is her slave and companion for
the journey. They sing of their respective frustrations on having to make the
journey and of their aspirations.
Scenes Three to Six - Jefferson's house in Paris
Jefferson and Polly are reunited. Thomas acknowledges Sally, now as a young
woman. Thomas and the chorus reflect on the ambiguity of relationships in the
South, and the fact that Sally and his dead wife, Martha, are actually
half-sisters.
Sally and her brother James (Jefferson's slave and personal attendant) are
reunited. James explains that in Paris they are not bound by slavery, and the
issues of freedom and loyalty are explored. Sally reflects on the toll slavery
has taken on her brother and family.
Jefferson and the Marquis de Lafayette discuss the rising discontent in Paris
(leading soon thereafter to the French Revolution). Polly and Sally enter for
their French lesson with Jefferson, during which he becomes aware of his
attraction to Sally. Polly departs and he talks with Sally and seeds for a
relationship are formed.
With the French Revolutionaries exploding outside and chaos in the streets,
Jefferson's and Sally's relationship develops inside. Eventually they discuss
their bond in both romantic and social terms. He realizes he can't do anything
more in Paris and wants her to return with him to Monticello; she realizes she
is technically free in Paris, and wants him to grant her and her brother freedom
should they return to the U.S. She announces that she is pregnant, and finally
agrees to return with him, even though he can't promise her freedom. They
declare their love for each other, but wariness and fear are always present.

— Intermission —

Act III - Virginia
Scene One - A tavern With Jefferson now elected President, an unscrupulous
newspaperman, James Callender, investigates and spreads stories that Jefferson
and Sally Hemings are intimate and have had several children together who are
now slaves at Monticello (some even with fair skin and red hair). Folks
express the widespread belief in this story by singing a song published and
quite popular at the time.
Scenes Two to Four - Monticello
Jefferson and Sally's relationship continues, though difficulty with its nature
and ramifications persists. Another slave woman questions Sally as to how she
can continue the relationship. Meanwhile, Polly learns of, and is enraged by,
Callender's claims; Jefferson refuses to acknowledge or deny them.
Overhearing this, Sally sings of her love, her family, and her plight.
The orchestra plays a European-style minuet as guests dance and socialize.
Jefferson mingles, revealing his flamboyant side--taking generous gulps of
wine and charming the women. His daughter Polly joins the fun, while Sally is
serving food (and the two occasionally exchange glances, Polly's menacing).
Eventually Jefferson is asked to play his violin. When the music ends, guests
applaud, say good night and depart. Jefferson, Sally, and Polly then prepare for
bed and retire.
Meanwhile, slave music begins intensely outside the house: a spiritual ("You
gonna reap what you sow") which then evolves into a ritualistic dance of
exorcism. Eventually, the slaves draw knifes and stealthily enter the house in a
ritualistic dance; screams are heard as they slash Polly's throat and then Sally's.
As they are just about to slash Jefferson's, he bolts upright in bed and
screams--realizing it has all been just a nightmare. The drums suddenly stop
and the slaves vanish. He bemoans the fact that America's relationship to
slavery is like having the wolf by the ears: you can't hold on much longer, yet
you can't let go.
Accompanied by a chant-like refrain, individual chorus members take turns
explaining what became historically of many of the characters mentioned in
the opera. This is followed by a brief recapitulation of the opening chorus, but
now as Jefferson is dying. Gradually all principals join in, singing from their
own perspective: Jefferson ("All men are created equal", etc.), Sally (about
truth and love), and Polly (promising her father that no one will learn of his
relationship with Sally).
A main musical theme returns, now with a ghostly aura, and the lights fade to
black.
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